
BRONZING INGREDIENTS EXLUSIVE ADD-ONS

COLOR PREPARE AGENTS™
Natural extracts that optimally prepare your skin for tanning.

REAL 24 CARAT GOLD
Gold has anti inflammatory properties, enhances your 
mood and rejuvenates. Add some magic to your life whit 
our 24 carat gold! 

SMASHGOLD BRONZERS™
Get dark the smart way! This modern high dimension bronzer will work 
immediately after applying and leaves you with a beautiful, even, golden 
brown glow. Be sure to wash hands after applying!

SYMBRONZE™
A revolutionary bronzing complex derived from natural Japanese algae. 
You have never experienced a bronzer like this before. No stripes or 
stains: just that perfect natural dark bronze color you desire.

SMART-DARK BRONZERS™
A mix of the latest innovations in bronzing technology. 
Smart-Dark Bronzers™ give you a perfectly golden brown and even tan. 
Be sure to wash hands after applying!

CAVIAR EXTRACT
Caviar is not only exclusive, but also extremely healthy! 
Packed with important fatty acids and vitamins, caviar gives 
you that nourishing luxury to indulge in.

REAL DIAMOND DUST
Referred to as the ‘king of gems’, unique in its powers of light 
reflection and dispersion… A symbol of wealth and abundance, 
dust from real diamonds adds just the ultimate shine to your 
tanning experience. 

PLATINUM MELANINETM EXTRACT
Platinum Melanine Complex™  increases the natural melanine 
(pigment) in the basal layer of your skin up to 43%!

MELANIN BOOST COMPLEX™
A revolutionary bronzing cocktail for the most beautiful, golden brown tan of your 
life! This cocktail of carefully selected ingredients enhances the production of 
melanin in your skin for prolonged, 100% natural and deep dark tanning results.

TAN-EXTEND COMPLEX™
Stay tanned up to 49% longer with our patented and scientifically proven 
Tan-Extend Complex™.

DEEP ‘N DARK INTENSIFIER™
Unique in tanning! Up till 28% darker and deeper tan with Deep ‘n Dark 
Intensifier™. Proven results!
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